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CLOUD MEETS
THE ENTERPRISE

COINJAR
EAGERLY AWAITS
BITCOIN 2.0
WHILE THE INITIAL hype surrounding bit-

coin had subsided, the industry was already
talking about the next big technology, bitcoin
2.0, according to Australia’s only bitcoin eftpos card provider, CoinJar.
Sitting in the thick of the bitcoin ecosystem at CoinJar’s new headquarters in London,
CEO Asher Tan recently reported that various companies were working on how to use
bitcoin for secure transactions such as share
dividend payments. Supplanting brokers with
bitcoin would cut transaction time and make
things far more automated, he said.
Tan intended to capitalise on the challenge bitcoin posed to international financial
products, most notably remittances and banking for underbanked people in developing and
developed economies. CoinJar was currently
working on leveraging the blockchain technology underlying bitcoin for faster, cheaper
international remittances and person-to-person payments.
“We believe bitcoin has a lot of potential
as a currency and payment rail,” he said on his
recent visit to Australia. “When a bitcoin user
can send money from Manchester to Manila
for less than a penny in under an hour, the
user will legitimately ask why he or she can’t
do the same using more traditional payment
channels.”

IN ORGANISATIONS AROUND the world,

employees are accidently merging their personal and professional cloud applications with
dire results. Some of the issues include the
routing of sensitive text messages to family
members and the replication of confidential
documents onto the servers of competitors.
Our personal and work lives are merging.
When done well, this can be a huge boost to
our productivity and personal satisfaction. The
rise of the smart mobile device has been a major
part of this merge, driving chief information
officers (CIOs) towards various flavours of
Bring Your Own Device (BYOD) policies.
With the advent of a myriad of cloud
services delivered over the internet, our individual cloud architectures are becoming far
more complex. The increasing trend to move
beyond BYOD to Bring Your Own Application
(BYOA) means that the way individuals configure their own personal technology has the
potential to directly affect their employers.

Bringing applications and data to work
Many of our assumptions about workplace
technology are based on the world of the
past where knowledge workers were rare,
staff committed to one employer at a time
and IT was focused on automating back
office processes.
It’s no wonder that IT has put such a high
value on a standard operating environment.
However, new styles of working have
taken hold. Businesses and government are
employing more experts on a shared basis.
An increasing proportion of the workforce is
best described as being made up of “knowledge workers” and a sizeable number of these
people are choosing to work in new ways,
including spreading their week over several
organisations. Even fulltime staff find that
that their employers have entered into complex joint ventures meaning that the definition of the enterprise is constantly shifting.
Personal productivity is complex and
highly dependent on the individual.
The approach that works for one
person is a complete anathema
for another. Telling people to
work in a standard way is like
adding a straightjacket to their
productivity. Employees should
be allowed to use their favourite tools to schedule their time,
author documents, create presentations and take notes.
Not only is the workplace
moving away from lowest common denominator software, the
increasing integration between
mobile, tablet and personal computers means that the boundaries
between them are becoming less
clear. It all adds up to the end
of the standard operating environment.

Growth plans behind relocation to UK
Tan viewed much of the early commentary
around bitcoin as sensationalist and looked
forward to more solid applications for digital
currencies emerging. “It will be interesting to
see how the tangible and commercial aspects
play out.”
In October, CoinJar hired its first
employee in the UK before shifting its head
office from Melbourne to London a few weeks
later. But according to Tan, the relocation
wasn’t so much motivated by the UK’s more
favourable tax treatment of bitcoin, but by
CoinJar’s growth ambitions. “There is only
so much we can do in Australia and we didn’t
have great access to Europe. That is where we
want to branch into.”
He said there was considerable dialogue
about the future direction of bitcoin between
the UK regulator, the Financial Conduct
Authority (FCA) and the bitcoin industry.
He also appreciated the FCA’s understanding
of the need to foster innovation in financial
technology while protecting consumers. “The
UK has been a lot more progressive in working together with industry bodies to create
innovative ecosystems for currencies like bitcoin,” he said.

Amalgamation of old and new
Despite the drop in the bitcoin’s trading price
from around US$892 last January to around
US$285 recently and the suspension of services by major bitcoin exchange Bitstamp
after some of its operational wallets were compromised, leading to a loss of around US$5.4
million, Tan remained upbeat on bitcoin’s
prospects.
He regarded it as a very powerful payment
mechanism, being quick, secure and more
transparent. To achieve the necessary critical
mass, he said bitcoin companies were looking
to link into existing payment infrastructure.
“We are seeing so many new and innovative
payment systems, particularly in Asia and
Silicon Valley, so I think we will see an amalgamation of old connecting with new.”
He added that CoinJar Swipe, a debit card
that was linked to the cardholder’s bitcoin
account in CoinJar, had been on trial since
October and had already attracted pre-orders
exceeding 1,500 cards. Swipe would enable
bitcoin to be used anywhere that accepted
payment by eftpos.
Through Swipe, as well as a range of
apps for every device ranging from desktops
through to tablets and smartphones, CoinJar
was attempting to make bitcoin “really easy
to use to get more people into the bitcoin
economy”, said Tan.
Since its inception in May 2013, CoinJar
had handled transactions worth more than
$50 million and had more than 41,000 users,
predominantly in Australia.

Avoiding fragmentation
CIOs are right to worry that BYOD
and BYOA will result in their data being
spread out over an unmanageable number
of systems and platforms. It is no longer
workable to simply demand that all information be kept in a single source of truth
physical database or repository. I’ve previously argued that the foundation of a proper
strategy is to separate the information from
the business logic or processes that create it.
Some of the simplest approaches that
CIOs have taken to manage their BYOD
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environment have involved virtualisation
solutions where a virtual desktop with the
standard operating environment is run over
a client which is available on many devices.
While this is progress, it barely touches
the productivity question. While workers can
choose the form factor of the device that
suits them, they are still being forced into the
straightjacket of lowest common denominator
business applications.
The vendors are going to continue to
provide better solutions which put the data
in a standard form while allowing access to
many (even competing) applications. It’s not
about just one copy of the data on a database,
but rather allowing controlled replication and
digital watermarks that track the movement
of this data, including loss prevention.

The upside
While CIOs may see many downsides, the
upsides go beyond the productivity of individual workers.
For example, organisations constantly
struggle with managing their staff master
data, but in a world of personal social media
employees will effectively identify themselves.
Managing software licenses, even in the
most efficient organisation, is still an imperfect science at best with little motivation
for users to optimise their portfolio. When
employees can bring their own cloud subscriptions to work, with an agreed allowance
paid to them, the choices they make are so
much more tailored to their actual needs
today rather than what they might need in
months or even years to come.
Organisations that have grappled with
provisioning new PCs are seeing the advantages of the consumer app stores with employees self-administering deployment between
devices. Cloud and hardware providers are
increasingly recognising the complex nature
of families and are enabling security and
deployment of content between members.
The good news is that even the simplest family structure is more complicated than almost
any enterprise organisation chart.

Architecture matters
We see a hint of bad architecture when staff
misconfigure their iPhones and end-up with
their (potentially sensitive) text messages
being shared with their spouses or wider
families, or when contractors use their personal cloud drive working across more than
one organisation. Even worse is when it goes
really wrong and a ransomware breach on a
personal computer infects all of these shared
resources.
The breadth of services that the personal
cloud covers is constantly growing. For many,
it already includes their telecommunications, voicemail, data storage, diary, expense
management, timesheets, authoring of office
documents, messaging (email and texts), professional library, project management, diagram tools and analytics. Architecture is even
beginning to matter in social media with the
convergence of the tools most of us use.
Some employers fear the trend of cloud,
BYOD and BYOA will lead to the loss of
their organisations’ IP. The smart enterprise,
however, is realising that well-managed cloud
architectures and appropriate taxonomies can
help rather than hinder employees to know
what’s theirs and what’s yours.
In the near future, you may even start
choosing staff based on the quality of their
personal cloud architecture!

Rob Hillard is the managing partner of consulting at Deloitte, with responsibilities that
include shaping the firm’s response to the huge changes to Australia as a result of
technology and digital disruption.
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